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On Monday the decent minister tried to say to the House of Commons that the Lords’ amendment to help 

‘mortgage prisoners’ was not needed by some and would not work for others. I disagreed and voted 

accordingly. The details are complicated.  

The simple point is that too many are trapped with inactive lenders: the borrower could not switch to a lower 

normal rate of interest. I swallowed my doubts on other points that night. 

Tuesday brought the Bill on the leaseholder’s fire cladding costs crisis with the Bishop of St Albans’s helpful 

amendment. See the ‘End Our Cladding Scandal’, Leasehold Knowledge Partnership and National Leasehold 

Campaign websites. I vote leaseholders with unsellable homes should not carry unjustified costs for improper 

building defects. 

With Labour and Lib-Dem colleagues, I engaged the Financial Conduct Authority on secret or unknown 

insurance commissions to third parties, padding leaseholders’ premiums for policies in which they are denied a 

legal interest. In 2021, nearly a millennium after William the Conqueror’s feudal denial of rights to 

leaseholders, reform is need. 

Who did not design defective flats? Leaseholders. Who do not own the building? Leaseholders. Who by law 

must pay for everything? Leaseholders. Who can make government stop unfairness to leaseholders? 

Parliament. What does government say? Wait for a different Bill with unknown content after unspecified 

further delay. Legislation for specific acceptable provisions could clear the Lords and Commons instantly.  

Whips are hard-working helpers and organisers. They keep the system going, encouraging MPs in their flock to 

work with unity and purpose. They are pleasant to individuals like me, even when we want government to 

think again. 

This week we were told unconvincingly the repeated official aid commitment, the proud pledge to give 70p in 

£100 of national income, would be restored when possible. It took 39 years from 1974 to 2013 to achieve it 

the first time. 

Locally, I have been impressed greatly by Barry Burks’s faster work for risk reduction and safety improvements 

on Titnore Lane, joining the A27 and A259 by West Durrington. Speed reduction, lorry weight limits and a new 

crossing can follow the good footpath West Sussex County Council opened recently. 

Details matter. I ask every highway authority to apply the marble test to dropped kerbs. Watch someone with 

a buggy or a wheelchair negotiate bad ones. With care and use of filler, a marble should be able to roll from 

one level to another without a bump. I achieved that at the Palace of Westminster after noticing the 

difficulties of a Scottish Labour MP with her wheels. If it is good enough for us, it can be extended to our 

constituents.  

Speaking on the Post Office scandal, I was thinking of the innocents betrayed by the system and by the 

systemic lack of curiosity by people who should have known that rashes of apparent accounting irregularities 

were most likely to be computer glitches than fraud by honest people.  

In the 7 July 2009 Computer Weekly article on NHS IT system errors, top dogs wanted to deny system 

problems, telling each major hospital they were alone with trouble. That was not true for the post office staff 

either. I vote against the habit of punishing the victims.  

Cold garden nights extend blossom, daffodils and tulips. A few unknown corms have produced blooms I cannot 

recognise on a bank where nothing survived before. Politics can be like that: sometimes warm, often cool, and 

some time between the planting of an idea and its fruition. 

 


